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RE.BRUNS is a project,
that aims to combine love

of animals and nature.
We create dog collars and harnesses
for dogs from quality metal buckles

and quality fabrics from unused
recycled materials.

We design our own natural
motives, for recycled fabrics, which
we combine with high-quality metal

and cotton accessories.

The final designed products are then
produced by Czech seamstresses

with love.





WE ARE A CZECH
ECO BRAND

RE.BRUNS it is a Czech collars, harnesses
and accessories for dogs, which are friendly

to both dogs and nature.

        Recycled fabrics

        Quality metal accessories

        Certified materials

        Breathable & comfortable

        Repels dirt

Made in Czech Republic
and by Czech seamstresses.



MATERIALS, THAT NATURE LOVES 
AND YOU WILL LOVE THEM TOO
We think a lot about the materials from which we make our 
accessories for dogs and their owners. We want them to be as 
gentle as possible to the nature and also to be safe for your 
dog friend. And, of course, it must be high quality to withstand 
rampage, games and movement outside in nature. After all, we 
are also dog breeders and we know very well what we expect 
from dog harnesses, collars, leashes and other equipment.

METAL BUCKLES
Long time ago we decided that there won´t be any unne-
cessary plastics on our products. The reason is that we 
do not want to support their unnecessary production and 
also that metal buckles are simply stronger and of better 
quality, they can withstand a lot, even for dogs that are 
very agile and active. Metal tridents are very robust, solid, 
and also easy to open and close. Although they are sli-
ghtly heavier than plastic buckles, even small dogs wear 
them without any problems.

Metal buckles with an engraved RE.BRUNS logo can be 
found not only on the collars, but also on our harnesses.



SUSTAINABILITY FOR OUR
PLANET AND PETS
REDUCTION OF CONSUMPTION AND POLLUTION

OF WATER

We have nature in our blood and in our hearts. We 
want the nature to last for us as long as possible, so 
we sew only from certified recycled materials, espe-
cially recycled polyester. It is made of existing plastic 
and save a lot of energy and water during production. 
Recycled polyester is made for example from caught 
fishing nets that cause great damage at seas or from 
PET bottles.

And it is suchmaterial usable? More than that! It has 
very high quality and it is so soft.. It must also pass re-
ally rigorous tests and meet strict criteria. The highest 
quality is ensured by the OEKO-TEX and Global Recy-
cled Standard certifications, which our materials also 
have.

In addition, our dog accessories made of recycled 
materials are well maintained, strong and very durab-
le. The resulting fabric is really comfortable, soft, bre-
athable and also flexible. It adapts to the dog during 
everyday wear and the material can be easily washed.

WHAT THE RECYCLED POLYESTER BRINGS

          lower water consumption during production
          (by 90 %)

          lower energy consumption during production
          (70 %)
          
          lower carbon footprint (90% less than nylon)

          comfort and easy maintenance during wearing

          sustainability and friendliness to the nature
          and the dog

         quality recycled material that can withstand
         even dog rampage

By purchasing 
our products, 

you contribute to 
sustainability.



WE KNOW WHAT DOGS SUITS FOR!
Collars without unnecessary plastics, with quality metal buc-
kles and original motives, which are invented by creative 
Czech illustrators. The perfect quality of our dog collars made 
of recycled materials is because  of our  Czech seamstresses, 
who care about every stitch. They are offered in six sizes for the 
smallest to the largest. XXS, XS, S, M, L, XL

We are very careful when choosing materials for the 
production of our accessories. We choose only certified 
fabrics and avoid unnecessary plastics. In addition, the 
collars are breathable, easy to maintain and they are 
suitable for dogs of all sizes, breeds and ages.

Composition: 95% recycled polyester, 5% cotton, metal 
buckles



We produce all harnesses to  tomake joy as long as possible and 
for long time, and in additionproducing of the harnesses is sen-
sitive to nature. Harnessesare free of unnecessary plastics and 
from materials that support sustainability.

Composition: 95% recycled polyester, 5% cotton, metal buckles

Easy to clean and wash.
Made in the Czech Republic and by Czech seamstresses.
Quick–drying, breathable and dogs are not steamed.
Original natural and Czech design.
Metal material for buckles and carbines - guarantee for long life.
Ecological materials from certified recycled fabrics.

The materials are SOFT and do not restrict the dog‘s natural movement.



Made from plastics, which are hand-picked and sorted 
in Italy. The straps already meet the basic Oeko-Tex 100 
standards and are complemented by certified organic 
cotton.

We offer four types of ecological leashes.
Leashes are equiped with solid metal carbines for dogs up to 30 kg.

Size S - 150 cm long, 2 cm wide
Size M - 180 cm long, 2 cm wide

Size S - 180 cm long, 2 cm wide
Size M - 180 cm long, 2, 5 cm wide - switching



Our illustrators try to imprint the most beautiful fromthe nature into 
scarves produced by RE.BRUNS. Our scarves for dogs make a connec-
tion of beautiful design and original motive.

Scarves fitsto dogs of all breeds, from bulldogs to German shepherds.
You can put the sraft simply to your dog, just tie it around his neck. 
And of course also the owners can wear them too.



Our backpackes for dog lovers will accompany you on a trip in nature and on a walk in the city 
park. They can fit for dog treats and necessities for owners.

Treat yourself with a backpack for walking, which you can match with the leash, harness or collar 
of your dog. You will be the most stylish two by far.

The fabric of our backpacks is very pleasant to the touch, and in addition it is made of durable 
recycled materials, so you can wash it without any worries.



PRODUCTION  INFORMATION
Standards for recycled material requirements.

Fabrics originating from unused and abandoned sea
fishing nets, textile waste and used carpets.

EAN codes for each product.



CONTACTS
CZECH REPUBLIC, SLOVAKIA, POLAND

Ing. Victoria Židková
+420 608 644 841

victoria@rebruns.cz

GERMANY, SWITZERLAND, AUSTRIA & OTHER COUNTRY
Daniel Kaufman

+420 607 203 809
obchod@rebruns.cz


